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Notes
1. Customer to supply all installation
materials, and meet electrical codes.
2. The Detector Assembly is designed
to be supported by 3/4” NPT conduit 
fittings. Altering assembly may result 
in not meeting explosion proof 
requirements.
3. The gas calibration port accepts 1/8 
NPT (Male) fittings for remote 
calibration. 1/4 OD copper tubing is 
recommended if used.
4. For High Temperature applications, 
leads should be tinned with solder and 
fastened to terminal block. Solder must 
be commensurate with installation 
location temperature exposures. When 
a terminal block is not used, wire 
connections should be soldered. Wire 
nuts alone are not acceptable.
5. Designed for use in ambient 
temperatures of less than 200°C.

AS TO EXPLOSION AND FIRE HAZARD ONLY.
ENCLOSURE FOR USE IN HAZARDOUS LOCATIONS

3TEV

Part Numbers
096-3349 Combustible Head Assembly
096-3363   Detector Guard Assembly
40012040  Enclosure Assembly
40012041 Weathershield Assembly
096-3369 Break-out Board

Sensor Options
093-0500   IR, 0-5% Methane
093-0515   IR, 0-2% Propane
093-0536   IR, 0-5% CO2
096-3368-1   IR, Ethane
096-3368-2  IR, Propylene
096-3368-3  IR, Methanol
096-3368-4  IR, Cyclohexane
096-3368-5  IR, Acetone
40011530   5.5V Cat-Bead
40012125   Cat-Bead, Poison Res
093-0524   4.25V Cat-Bead



Wiring Reference
Active- - - - - -Red
Reference - - White
Common- - - -Black

Voltage Requirements
IR Sensors -   4.25V, 85 mA max consumption
4.25V Cat-Bead Sensors - 4.25V, 60 mA max consumption
5.5V Cat-Bead Sensors - 5.50V, 60 mA max consumption

Voltage to the Sensor at the Combustible Head Assembly must be at the correct voltage to work properly. Each transmitter, 
controller, or reciever have unique ranges of output voltage and must be adjusted accordingly. Refer to their respective 
operating manuals for adjusting output voltage instructions.

Measuring the output voltage received at the sensor can be performed using the Break-out Board (P/N 096-3369). Plug the 
break-out board to the Combustible Head Assembly and the sensor the board. Measure the voltage across the R (reference) 
and A (active) terminals. With a Scott Cat-bead Sensor installed, Use of the Break-out board is optional as shown in the 
figure below.
Voltage Loss
Because of the length of wire used to 
remotely mount the sensor head, the 
output voltage of the transmitter, controller, 
or receiver will not be the same as the 
voltage received at the sensor. This 
resistance due to the wire type and 
distance used is called voltage loss and 
must be planned for when installing.

Key factors that must be known to determine the maximum length of wire that can be used are:
1) the maximum output voltage of the transmitter, controller, or reciever
2) the resistance of the wire being used expressed in ohms per 1000 ft
3) the operating voltage needed for the sensor type being used
4) the max consumption in milliamps for the sensor type being used

Example - What is the maximum distance a sensor head with an 
IR sensor can be mounted from a Freedom 6000 transmitter using 18 
AWG solid, uncoated wire?

First, identify the key factors.
1) Freedom 6000 has a maximum output votage of 7 volts
2) 18 AWG solid, uncoated wire has a value of 7.77 ohms/1000 ft
3) IR sensors require 4.25 V
4) IR sensors have a max consumption of 85 mA

Next, using Ohm’s Law, E = I * R, multiply the max consumption (85 mA) 
and the resistance/1000 feet (7.77) to determine the voltage loss/1000 ft.
     E = .085 * 7.77
    E = .66 volts lost/1000 ft
Subtract the Max voltage output of the transmitter (7 V) from the voltage 
needed for ther sensor to work (4.25 V) to get the amount of voltage loss 
that can occur. (2.75 V)

Last, multiply the maximum loss that can occur (2.75 V) by 1000 and 
divide the answer by the expected voltage loss per 1000 ft (.66 V).
   Maximum Wire Distance = 2.75 * 1000
             .66
   Maximum Wire Distance = 2750
         .66
   Maximum Wire Distance = 4167.67 Feet

Based on the variations in resistance of wire sizes, types, and makes, a comfortable rule of thumb for remote sensor
mounting wiring distance from Freedom 6000 is in excess of 3500 feet. Different transmitters, controllers, or receivers 
will have different values. 
Always measure the voltage at the sensor using the Break-out Board to verify the proper voltage. Use the formulas 
provided only to help plan installation, do not rely on formulas alone to verify installation has occurred properly.
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*Sensor type does not 
affect wiring.
**Refer to Indicator/Control Module 
User Manual for connection terminals

Ohm’s Law E = I * R
E = Voltage 
I = Current

R = Resistance

For the purpose of voltage drop, multiply 
the current consumption of the sensor and

the resistance of wire per 1000 feet to 
determine the loss in voltage per 1000 feet.  

AWG Size and Type
18 solid, coated
18 solid, uncoated
18 stranded, coated
18 stranded, uncoated
16 solid, coated
16 solid, uncoated
16 stranded, coated
16 stranded, uncoated
14 solid, coated
14 solid, uncoated
14 stranded, coated
14 stranded, uncoated

Resistance/1000 feet
8.08
7.77
8.45
7.95
5.08
4.89
5.29
4.99
3.19
3.07
3.26
3.14

*Notes - Data obtained from the National 
Electrical Code, 2008 edition.
- Resistance values at 75°C (167°F)
- The values shown are valid only for these 
parameters. 
Actual resistance values should be obtained 
from wire manufacturer specifications.
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